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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Lantern Shape Thassos Marble And White Mother Of Pearl Mosaic Tile

Short Description: This Lantern Shape Thassos Marble and White Mother

of Pearl Mosaic Tile brings the perfect blend of elegance and

sophistication to your space. Made from the finest Thassos marble and

white mother-of-pearl, this mosaic tile is a good choice for those

looking for luxury and a stunning interior look.

Model No.: WPM252

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Mother of Pearl (Seashell)

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

This Lantern Shape Thassos Marble and White Mother of Pearl Mosaic Tile brings the perfect blend of

elegance and sophistication to your space. Made from the finest Thassos marble and white mother-of-pearl,

this mosaic tile is a good choice for those looking for luxury and a stunning interior look. This mosaic tile is

carefully crafted and their intricate lantern shapes add a unique focal point to any room. The combination of

Thassos marble and white mother-of-pearl creates a beautiful contrast, with the natural veins and variations

of the marble adding depth and texture to the overall design. The water-resistant properties of Thassos

marble and mother-of-pearl make it ideal for humid environments, and the white tones of marble and the

iridescence of mother-of-pearl create a captivating glow, making these tiles a truly stunning addition to any

space. Our lantern-shaped Thassos marble and white mother-of-pearl mosaic tiles are designed to provide a
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lasting and captivating beauty to your home decoration. With their elegant designs and sophisticated

materials, these mosaic tiles are the perfect choice for those looking to add sophistication and luxury to their

interiors.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Lantern Shape Thassos Marble And White Mother Of Pearl Mosaic Tile

Model No.: WPM252

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM252

Color: White

Material Name: Thassos Crystal White Marble, Mother of Pearl (Seashell)

Model No.: WPM026

Color: White

Material Name: Oriental White Marble, Mother of Pearl (Seashell)

Product Application

This lantern shape of marble and white mother of pearl mosaic tile is versatile and can be used in a variety of

applications to enhance the beauty of your home or commercial space. For kitchen spaces, this tile is the

perfect choice for creating a decorative stone backsplash. The unique lantern shape and the luxurious

combination of Thassos marble and white mother-of-pearl instantly transform the kitchen into a stylish and

elegant space. The reflective properties of mother-of-pearl create a charming effect and add a touch of

glamor to the cooking area. In the bathroom, this product can be used as attractive mosaic kitchen wall tiles



or shower wall decorations. The delicate lantern shape and shimmering iridescence of mother-of-pearl create

a soothing, spa-like atmosphere, perfect for creating a relaxing atmosphere in the bathroom.

Additionally, this waterjet mosaic tile can be used in other areas such as living rooms, and dining rooms, or

even as decoration around a fireplace. The versatile design and sophisticated appeal of these tiles make them

suitable for a variety of interior design styles, adding a luxurious feel wherever they are applied. As a leading

Thassos marble supplier, we ensure that our products are of the highest quality and craftsmanship.

FAQ

Q: What is the size and shape of the Lantern Shape Thassos Marble and White Mother of Pearl Mosaic Tile?

A: The Lantern Shape Thassos Marble and White Mother of Pearl Mosaic Tile is crafted in a unique lantern shape, typically

measuring around 12x12 inches. This distinctive shape adds an eye-catching and decorative element to any space.

Q: What is Thassos marble, and why is it special?

A: Thassos marble is a high-quality, pure white marble sourced from the Greek island of Thassos. It is highly regarded for

its pristine color, minimal veining, and luxurious appearance. Its brightness and durability make it a popular choice for

creating an elegant and timeless aesthetic.

Q: How do the white mother of pearl accents enhance the appearance of the mosaic tile?

A: The white mother of pearl accents in the Lantern Shape Thassos Marble and White Mother of Pearl Mosaic Tile add a

touch of iridescence and shimmer. This natural luster creates a beautiful contrast against the white Thassos marble,

elevating the overall visual appeal of the mosaic.

Q: Is the Lantern Shape Thassos Marble and White Mother of Pearl Mosaic Tile easy to install?

A: This mosaic tile is typically mounted on a mesh backing to facilitate installation. They can be installed using standard tile

adhesive and grout. However, it is recommended to consult with a professional installer for proper installation techniques

and to ensure the best results.


